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CHIMIA News
Editorial Board
Dear CHIMIA readers,
The editorial board is undergoing some personnel changes.
The long-standing members Proff. Camille Ganter and Eduard
Gamp have resigned from the board. Prof. Ganter has served
CHIMIA since 1990, first as the editor and later as chairman.
His successor as chairman is Dr. Roland W. Kunz. Prof. Gamp
has been member of the board since 2002 and acted as the contact
person to the universities of applied sciences. His duties will be
taken over by Prof. Roger Marti. The new member Dr. Martin
P. Brändle will be responsible for all web and on-line related
activities of CHIMIA. We thank the leaving members for their
dedicated commitment to CHIMIA and they will certainly be remembered as examples for the next generation of EB members.
Together with my current and former colleagues of the editorial board I wish you all the best and much success and happiness in 2009. We hope that you will enjoy the CHIMIA issues
of 2009.
Roland W. Kunz, Chairman
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Face-lifting
We have decided to give CHIMIA a partial face-lift. Over
the years the back part with the columns and the society news
became more and more patchy. These publications are now optically grouped and distinguishable while the basic structure with
topical articles first, followed by columns, Society, and Company
News remains unchanged.
On-Line Availability
CHIMIA has been electronically available at http://www.
ingentaconnect.com/content/scs/chimia since the beginning of
2005. The ‘electronic plus print’ subscription is the sole subscription scheme for CHIMIA, be it for institutional or personal customers. In 2005, SCG decided that all members should have free
access to this on-line version as part of their membership.
To register for electronic access as a personal or as an institutional member or subscriber, please follow these steps:
1) Set up your own account with Ingenta free of charge:

a) personal members: https://www.ingentaconnect.com/register/personal
b) institutional members: https://www.ingentaconnect.com/
register/institutional
2) Following the registration, select ‘Personal subscriptions’ or
‘set up subscriptions’ on the right of the panel under ‘Manage
My Ingenta’
3) Select CHIMIA and enter your membership reference number or subscription number.
Members of the SCS will find this number (Ref.Nr.) on their
membership card (e.g. ‘20.013456 N’).
4) You will be notified by email once your online access has
been activated.
Subscription and membership entitles access to all electronic
articles from 1990 onwards, as well as any additional back volume when it becomes available.
For companies that are members of the Swiss Chemical Society, the first site is free (included in the membership), where a
site is defined as ‘all terminals and workstations owned and controlled by the subscriber in a single, geographically contiguous
office building or complex or campus location within the same
city or agglomeration’. International companies with distributed
R&D sites may be treated as consortia and qualify for a discount
of 10% for additional sites.
Open Access Publishing
CHIMIA allows authors to post their own published articles
in the internet under some obligations. Posting is only allowed
on the author’s personal website and/or in non-profit and noncommercial repositories of the author’s institution and/or funding-body, the Public availability of posted full articles must be
delayed until 12 months after print publication in the journal
and copyright and source must be properly acknowledged. There
is no embargo for posting bibliographic meta data including abstracts. The publisher’s version of PDF must be used. These PDF
documents are available at Ingenta – for members of the Swiss
Chemical Society free of charge.
Immediate release to OAP is available upon payment of the
full production costs of the article.

